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Abstract: Pro-poor tourism (PPT) is revealed as a significant means of reducing poverty. However, inadequate awareness about the relationship between the poor local communities and the perceived benefits deriving from the tourism MSEs prevents the application of the PPT approach. Thus, using the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), this paper examines how tourism Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) benefit poor communities. In-depth interviews were conducted to collect data from 25 participants through semi-structured questionnaires and using NVivo12 software data was analyzed. The study found that the economic benefits focus on the standard of living, employment, tourism network and business expansion while social recognition and environmental awareness, which have a big impact on society, are marked as the novel outcomes which trigger the local communities for being engaged in tourism MSEs as non-economic benefits. This study could help the policymakers of developing countries to eradicate poverty and achieve Sustainable Development Goals 1 and 2 (Zero Poverty and No Hunger).
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Introduction

Pro-poor tourism is a type of tourism that aims to help underprivileged communities in a given area. Economic, livelihood, and empowerment benefits can all be derived from pro-poor tourism, as well as training and learning
opportunities for the underprivileged population (Briedenhann 2013). According to research, the inescapable connections between tourism businesses and the intrinsic opportunity for low community participation are harmonizing (Page et al. 2017). Quality of life can be achieved through PPT, which gives well-being to those who are impoverished along with micro and small businesses in the tourist sector, therefore making it the finest option. According to Alim et al. (2022), there is a strong link between the poor and the tourism industry, which is well-recognized from the standpoint of extending the sector’s benefits to the disadvantaged community via the PPT strategy. Involving the poor directly in the workforce provides numerous benefits for them, including possibilities for education opportunities, entertainment, medical services, and so on. This kind of connection is crucial for identifying and implementing poverty alleviation initiatives between the poor and tourism businesses in disadvantaged areas (Mao 2015).

To understand the motivations of micro and small businesses in the tourism industry, it is significant to understand the perceived benefits that the impoverished community receives because of their business ventures. In the case of underserved tourist destinations, researchers and tourism-related international organizations have been looking for opportunities for micro and small businesses to function in developing communication opportunities among tourism businesses (Chhetri 2019), tourism with the poor through employment (Saito, et al. 2018), and supply of goods and services associated with tourism (Fletcher, Pför, and Brueckner 2019). However, due to a severe dearth of recent studies it is necessary to address this issue, which can clearly boost the benefits received by the poor. Therefore, experts agree that there has to be a thorough and contextual inquiry into the extents to which the poor communities participate in tourism-related activities (Ray et al. 2021).

The Cox’s Bazar Sea Beach of Bangladesh is the area of this study, where the locals are trying to get involved in tourism despite their poverty (Ray 2019). This world’s longest (120 km) unbroken sandy beach (Hasan, Ray, and Neela 2021; Sardar and Rekha 2016) is located in the country’s south and southeast which is linked with the Bay of Bengal. This destination is recognized as the tourism capital of Bangladesh (Hasan, Abdullah, Lew, and Islam 2020; Hossain, Quaddus, and Shankha 2015) as millions of tourists visit every year. Poor locals participate in a variety of tourism-related activities in this area through a number of MSEs serving the tourism industry. Specifically, MSEs in tourism contribute 4.81 percent of Bangladesh’s GDP through their involvement in 93.6 percent of the country’s enterprises (BBS 2021).

In 2020, tourism sector of Bangladesh expected to employ 3.9 percent of the country’s workforce, to make it one of the fastest-growing industries in the country (BBS 2021). But many Bangladishis live below the poverty line, making them vulnerable to exploitation. Most local areas are disadvantaged in this way because of the perceived benefits of tourism industries. COVID19 epidemic has resulted in an increase in the national poverty rate to 35 percent from 24.3 percent in 2019 (Sardar et al. 2022), despite the government of Bangladesh’s objective of 18.6 percent by 2020 (BBS, 2021). As a primary way, for understanding the role of MSEs alleviating poverty, this study focuses on the PPT approach. The most underprivileged and vulnerable members of the community are employed by these businesses to diversify their sources of income (Ray 2019). They are able to finance different training programs rather than other necessities that improve their quality of life because of the additional money that is created by this industry (Gössling, Scott, and Hall 2020; Islam and Carlsen 2016). Consequently, the purpose of this study is an investigation into the perceived benefits connected with tourism MSEs and the impact of these benefits on inspiring the host community to be engaged in tourism enterprises for enhancing PPT in developing countries.

1. Literature Review

1.1 Pro-Poor Tourism

Since the late 1990s, the PPT concept has grown in popularity. It was first introduced to the tourism industry in the middle of the 1980s as a novel concept (Saito et al. 2018; Tolkach, Pearlman, and King 2012). The term “pro-poor tourism” refers to the practice of planning a tourist destination’s growth in such a way that it will benefit the area’s most vulnerable residents by providing work opportunities (Mowforth and Munt 2016). In the world of tourism, Pro-Poor Tourism is not a traditional approach rather it is a strategy for enhancing tourism (Ashley, Boyd, and Goodwin 2000; Tao 2018) and poverty alleviation. It provides opportunities for the poor such as infrastructure in rural areas, employment, and various training programs which have a positive impact on the diversification of livelihoods, and poverty reduction in order to ensure sustainable tourism development (Ashley, Ashley, Goodwin, and Roe 2001). PPT should promote the welfare of the local community, their capacity development, and infrastructure development, when the cooperation of the tourism destination stakeholders is needed in the business, says the director of PPT (Wasudawan and Rahim 2018).
institutions and development agencies, including both public sector and non-profit organizations (NGOs), are embracing the PPT strategy to combat poverty (Saito et al. 2018).

1.2 Micro and Small Enterprises in Tourism

Micro and small businesses are critical sources of employment (Casidy and Nyadzayo 2019) and income for many developing countries in the tourism industry (Mao 2015; Mshenga, et al. 2010). Rural poverty has been reduced as a result of impoverished people’s involvement in tourism-related businesses, according to this research. As a result of tourism businesses’ contributions to the local economy, residents’ quality of life has improved, resulting in increased employment opportunities and higher income levels. At the same time, the community has attracted significant investment, generating significant tax revenue for the local government, and building out local infrastructure and expanding educational and training opportunities (Mao, et al. 2013). Different tourist areas’ micro tourism businesses enjoy several benefits over their large-scale counterparts (Borden, Coles, and Shaw 2019). It is possible to satisfy some tourist needs by supplying distinctive products that appeal to the local flavour at the lowest possible cost, as well as transportation that is readily available, because MSEs are well-known in the local distribution network (Cuervo, Cheong, and Themes 2017; Zhao 2009). There are two major ways in which employment in MSEs can be increased: the establishment of new businesses and the expansion of existing businesses.

In contrast, past studies of micro and small tourism companies focused primarily on creating job possibilities, while overlooking the numerous benefits of MSEs in the PPT method (Adeyinka-Ojo 2018; Hasan et al. 2023; Page et al. 2017; Thomas, Shaw, and Page. 2011). In addition, most of the research focused small and medium firms (SMes), and highlighted the challenges to success (Cuervo et al. 2017; Pyke, Hartwell, Blake, and Hemingway 2016). These studies need to be reproduced in the context of small businesses (Thomas et al. 2011; Wasudawan and Rahim 2018). Therefore, future research is required to determine how participation in PPT programs affects the livelihoods of disadvantaged local people due to the perceived benefits of tourist MSEs (Chhetri 2019; Mao 2015; Ray et al. 2021). Literature suggests that pro-poor tourism research is quite limited in the context of Bangladesh (Hasan et al. 2020; Islam and Carlsen, 2016). There is a lack of specific benefits that local poor people can assume from the PPT approach through tourism enterprises that this study partially expressed from a perspective of poverty alleviation in developing countries (Alim et al. 2022; Chhetri 2019; Gonzo 2023) that are greatly needed (Islam and Carlsen 2016; Sagram and Giampiccoli 2016; Saito et al. 2018). Thus, this research aims to overcome these gaps by analyzing the perceived benefits that the local poor community gained for being involved in tourism MSEs in case of using the PPT strategy.

2. Research Objectives

The poor community can be engaged in various tourism activities resulting from pro-poor tourism which provides favourable livelihood opportunities for them. Notably, tourism enterprises can play a key role in the local poor communities as these outlets are looking for manpower without prior experience (Sardar et al. 2022). Unfortunately, lack of awareness is commonly found among the poor communities about these opportunities. Thus, the purpose of this study is to examine how micro and small enterprises generate benefits for poor communities as an approach to Pro-Poor tourism. More specifically, this research attempts to identify the advantages of the tourism MSEs for the poor community. Hence, this research addressed the following sub-questions which correspond to the main research objective:

1. What are the benefits that tourism MSEs of the tourism industry provide for poor communities?
2. How might these benefits motivate the communities to get involved in the MSEs of the tourism industry for the successful implementation of the PPT endeavors?

3. Proposed Research Framework

In tourism destinations, MSEs are commonly found to offer customized services along with various products in various ways to tourists (Tao, 2018). Basically, the MSEs are owned and operated by the host communities as their livelihoods are easily suited to these services (Cuervo et al. 2017; Mao et al. 2013; Sardar et al. 2022; Wasudawan and Rahim 2018). Tourism MSEs have been identified as a means of achieving the PPT strategy’s three key perceived benefits: economic, non-economic, and fostering collaboration and participatory benefits (Ashley et al. 2001). PPT strategy to unlock opportunities for the underprivileged local population will be confirmed by this study, which examines how the MSEs are being used by the local community to achieve perceived benefits.
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) along with the PPT strategy provided by Ashley and Roe (2001) has been proposed as the benefits of tourism MSEs for this study. The research framework addresses the relationship between perceived benefits of the tourism Micro and Small Enterprises and PPT development in view of the local poor community incorporation through the creation of awareness about the tourism benefits altogether (See Figure 1). It also identifies how tourism related MSEs might help reduce poverty, and this is a critical component of both the PPT and the emerging field of poverty alleviation.

4. Research Method

Qualitative case studies have been widely employed in the field of tourism research and education (Page et al. 2017; Xiong, et al. 2023) and this study uses this method as its primary research method. A semi-structured in-depth interview protocol was used to gather primary data from the Cox's Bazar beach destination stakeholders of Bangladesh. Due to the unfamiliarity of the participants before completing this study, snowball sampling was used as a type of deliberate sampling strategy (Aston, Wen, and Yang 2022; Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2012). The researchers submitted official letters outlining the study's goals in order to get the necessary approvals from the appropriate authorities, and they contacted each participant over the phone one day before the interview. Although the in-depth interviews were semi-structured, the participants' profile statements were used to tag several pertinent questions. Specifically, it addressed the study's central difficulty, which allowed participants to predict the questions that would be asked by the researchers. The saturation threshold was reached after 25 interviews with key MSEs in the Cox's Bazar Sea beach area. Table 1 provides the demographic details of the key participants of this study. All 25 full interview transcripts were examined in this study.

4.1 Data Analysis

Data gathered from the in-depth interviews has been analysed using NVivo12 qualitative data analysis software. In order to transcribe the data, this software was used for coding and theme development which corresponded to the research questions and the objectives. Moreover, the researchers used their own analytic rationales to analyse and interpret the interviews (Aston et al. 2022; Saunders et al. 2012). Several precautions have been taken to guarantee accurate coding and interpretation of the data based on the transcripts. Transcripts of the interviews were sent to the participants so they could double-check their answers.

Table 1. Demographic Profile of the case study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N (25)</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40 Yrs.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41+</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N (25)</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of Participants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE Investors/Owners</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE Employees</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs and Volunteers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Research Findings and Discussion

PPT strategy through MSEs at Cox’s Bazar Sea beach was adopted in this study as an avenue for the local community to engage in and incorporate PPT strategy under two broad categories suggested by Ashley and Roe (2001): (i) economic benefits and (ii) non-economic benefits. This was done to ensure a constructive and sustainable approach to PPT at Cox’s Bazar Sea Beach. The revised categorization of the PPT tactics and the inclusion of social recognition along with environmental awareness in the form of non-economic advantages of tourism MSEs have eliminated certain overlaps noted in (Ashley et al. 2001).

4.3 Perceived Benefits of Tourism MSEs

4.3.1 Economic Benefits

PPT endeavours to poverty alleviation through tourism are found as a useful choice to the local underprivileged community in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, to improve their financial condition and employment opportunities. Although the PPT program is focused on the promotion of sustainable tourism that ensures participation by poor communities, it is clearly stated in the study that their economic benefits are sought to increase. Many participants in the Cox’s Bazar Beach tourist MSEs were concerned about the possible economic benefits to the local poor community before getting involved in any of these projects, as evidenced by the results of the interviews.

4.3.2 Improved Standard of Living and Employment Opportunity

The underprivileged local people of Cox’s Bazar Beach are enticed to participate in tourism-related activities by the promise of a better quality of living for their families. According to the findings of the in-depth interviews, the poor residents of Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, are benefiting from the tourist MSEs. A direct correlation was observed between the improvement in the level of living and the earning potential of the impoverished in this area. Tourism MSEs at this site allow the poorest members of the community to meet their needs for food, clothing, shelter, health, education, and entertainment. A key participant asserted a real-life example:

…I vividly recall the days when my family had to make do with mud and straw huts. In contrast, today’s homes are made of wood and corrugated iron, and the landscape has altered.... Although I can afford to take my family out to dinner and a movie, I can only do it to a limited level. (Interview No. 12)

Particularly, MSEs in tourism have created employment opportunities which have been viewed as one of the major benefits that influence the underprivileged host community to be involved in micro and small enterprises. A large number of manpower is required by the tourism-related MSEs including salesman, producer, supplier, hotel boy, waiter, tourist guides, and so on. Thus, various types of job opportunities are being created because of MSEs in tourism endeavours for the host community at Cox’s Bazar Beach. A participant stated in this regard:

…God has given us this beach location, which provides us with employment opportunities through tourism MSEs, as a gift from the Almighty Even if you’re poor and ignorant, tourism MSEs can help you get work. (Interview No. 06)

It’s also been shown that small-scale businesses at Cox’s Bazar Beach that specialize in tourism can provide a major boost to the underprivileged local community’s livelihood and standard of living. Based on the observations and interviews, it appears that the poorer members of the community are eager to start their own tourism companies at this location. A readymade garment seller was interviewed [Interview No. 08], which provides evidence for this case study to understand how their income went high through launching their own
tourism enterprises which consequently impacted in a positive manner on living standard of their family. One participant at Cox’s Bazar expressed views which is consistent with the findings:

…For eight years in this location, I struggled to make ends meet as an employee of a travel agency on the minimum wage. This new business idea has motivated me since it is a good fit for my skills and interests, which have led me to study business in the past. My clients and I used to have a great working connection. In order to pursue my dream of starting my own business, I took use of the backing of a non-profit organization (NGO). (Interview No. 19)

Findings show that micro and small enterprises at Cox's Bazar beach generate income which improves the standard of living for the underprivileged local community. As a result of tourism businesses are creating jobs and helping the poor to start their own businesses, the poor community can reap significant benefits that ultimately contribute to economic growth (Çolak, Kiper, and KINGIR 2023; Hasan et al. 2021; Mshenga et al. 2010). PPT's ability to help the poorest members of the community is enhanced by providing them with employment opportunities (Ashley and Roe 2001; Wasudawan and Rahim, 2018). As a result, it appears that MSEs operating tourism-related enterprises are helping to alleviate poverty in the host community (Ara, Hossain, and Sardar 2020).

4.3.3 Establishing Tourism Network and Expanding Business

It doesn't matter how big or little a business is; every entrepreneur wants to grow it. In Cox's Bazar, tourism MSEs are typically run by the local population with a minimal amount of capital. After meeting their family's necessities, it was difficult to save money while running a business like this. Consequently, small enterprises in the underprivileged population in this tourist hotspot have challenges when growing. It is possible for the underprivileged local community in Cox's Bazar to change its current way of life by leveraging the tourism network. But this will take time and effort on their part to increase and diversify the products offered by existing ventures and eventually introduce new tourist-based businesses. One of the key economic driving forces in the tourism MSEs for the poor local community of this area is the utilization of a tourism network and the expansion of business.

Tourism MSEs profit establish ties with large-scale corporations, which in turn helps them grow their businesses. For the poor local community, MSEs in tourism provide an opportunity to get involved and build relationships with other accessible stakeholders. The participants stated that establishing a relationship with large corporations helps boost sales by ensuring that tourists have a positive impression of the businesses in the area (Hasan et al. 2021; Rahman, Carlson, and Chowdhury, 2022). As a result, both sides stand to gain greatly from this partnership. Cox's Bazar beach transport service provider said that:

…On behalf of all the well-known transportation service providers, we offer tickets on a commission basis. If they open a private counter for these selling activities, they will suffer a variety of fees, including rent, utility costs, and the salaries of their personnel, which would be a financial strain on them. (Interview No. 19)

Entrepreneurs in the food and beverage industry have similar sentiments about the benefits of partnering with existing companies because of their well-known reputations and the minimum work required. Because of its high quality and well-known brand, PRAN Foods Limited’s products are popular among visitors visiting Bangladesh. Most businesses, it has been discovered, form alliances with organizations like these to expand their reach and increase the sales of their products (Casidy, Wymer, and O’Cass 2018). In the long run, the poor residents of this destination profit from this commercial partnership in every way possible, leading to the expansion of their businesses in this location. One of the key informants from Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC) stated:

…By working with large corporations and selling their products, the outlet can expand its product line without spending any money, resulting in increased revenue from lower prices. In addition, you will be able to minimize your money risk because the large-scale organization will give the necessary support. (Interview No. 24)

This study shows that people who participate in MSEs in tourism are enticing by the opportunities for business-to-business liaisons. According to the findings of Khazaei, Elliot, and Joppe (2015), the agreement with various privately owned enterprises via network development among stakeholders has considerably helped the tourist MSEs through the creation of strategic alliances. Several national privately owned enterprises have built close ties with the tourism MSEs, and these organizations are now providing their varied products and services to tourists at a profit. Because the tourists come from all over the world, they like to buy branded goods in addition to locally made ones. As a result, the numerous tourism MSEs and the privately owned large-scale firms at the beach tourism destination profit from commercial linkage. Because of the economic benefits that such an
arrangement provides for PPT's growth, expanding business by establishing business ties at this beach resort appears doable.

### 4.3.4 Non-Economic Benefits

Non-economic benefits of MSEs in tourism in this destination are just as important as the perceived economic benefits to the poor local population that emerge from tourism. According to existing research, the PPT strategy emphasizes both economic gains for the poorest members of society and improvements to their general well-being (Ashley and Roe 2001). As a result, the role of tourism businesses in reducing poverty in this location is determined to be critical. The following non-economic advantages of tourism participation through MSEs are significant to the local community.

#### 4.3.5 Access to Skills Training and Development

Cox's Bazar beach area NGOs do a variety of initiatives to help alleviate poverty in Bangladesh. BRAC, for example, is a Bangladesh-based international organization that works to improve the quality of services provided by MSEs to tourists by integrating them into the tourism industry. In addition, those who work in tourism-related businesses can learn the ins and outs of running a business and how to approach travelers over time. According to a key informant from BRAC:

*The poor local community is being frustrated daily because of poverty. Proper counseling through training assistance is required to pull them to the mainstream. ...we eventually operate various Skill Development Programs at Cox’s Bazar area, …providing them with technical learning for tourism entrepreneurship in order to make them self-dependent. (Interview No. 25)*

There are many training programs for the owners and personnel of the MSEs in Cox's Bazar beach who are from the poorer communities to promote sustainable tourism development in Bangladesh by the Tour Operators Association of Cox's Bazar (TOAC), a non-profit tourism organization. TOAC supplied a variety of services to one of the interviewees who was a professional photographer. He said:

*TOAC will occasionally conduct training sessions to help us become more effective in our careers. As a non-economic advantage, this training appears to have been quite beneficial. (Interview No. 12)*

Noneconomic benefits of this training and development have been found by MSEs in the tourism industry. To assure the PPT approach at the tourism sites, the impoverished community needs to be trained in capacity building (Ashley et al. 2000; Zhao 2009). The employability skills might help the disadvantaged community arrange better livelihood sources is recognized as a non-economic benefit impacting MSEs’ participation in tourism activities (Adeyinka-Ojo 2018; Tao 2018). Additionally, this study found that several tourism stakeholders, including NGOs, volunteers, cooperative societies, and the government, organize regular training and development programs for the MSE participants in this area.

#### 4.3.6 Social Recognition

Findings demonstrate that the poor local community in Cox's Bazar, Bangladesh, who are employed in MSEs in tourism, are concerned about social recognition stemming from their contributions at work. One of the non-economic rewards that can be gained by participating in MSEs of tourism ventures is social recognition. Even though the poor community serves tourists in a variety of ways through the MSEs of the destination, the so-called contemporary society fails to properly evaluate this. This research indicated that the poor people in the community experience a variety of difficulties while starting a tourism business in this tourist area, as shown by an interview with an MSE owner who runs a handicraft business (Interview No. 09). In the meantime, small business owners with minimal resources are frequently treated with contempt by the tourism industry's linked stakeholders in this region. However, the tourist MSEs’ effective operations and supply of specialized services also acquire them the status of a trusted partner of the related entities. It was found that the disadvantaged community seeks to build goodwill for their business to gain social respect. Non-economic benefits and the PPT approach both acquire traction in this study as a result of tourism MSEs supporting the poor local community for exploration of self-identity over time. Another respondent who has a ready-to-wear clothing shop on the Cox's Bazar beach indicated that:

*…In this coastal town, I began my career as a hawker of clothing goods. As a hawker, I never received any respect from anyone; it seems that contempt was the norm. After realizing that my business has the potential to grow in response to visitor demand, I decided to lease a location for my retail operation. Eventually, I was able to secure my own permanent business, which made a significant difference in how others treated me. (Interview No. 08)*
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According to the findings obtained from participant responses, the underprivileged local community in Cox’s Bazar considers social recognition to be a problem, which drives them to participate in MSEs in tourism at the beach location. Tourism MSEs are a popular option for the poor because they see it to earn and improve their quality of life at the same time (Mshenga et al. 2010). To reduce poverty, the PPT strategy engages the disadvantaged local population in tourism activities (Briedenhann 2013; Wasudawan and Rahim 2018; Hassan and Awan 2023). However, no prior research has examined social recognition as a factor that influences the disadvantaged community’s participation in MSEs in the tourism sector. According to the findings of this study, the disadvantaged population is motivated to get involved in tourist MSEs in order to gain social respect. Poor local community members in Cox’s Bazar are being recruited to run MSEs in tourism-related activities, which is a promising development for the PPT effort. This non-economic gain leads to the implementation of the PPT technique since the poor local population is motivated towards tourism MSEs.

4.3.7 Regional Socio-Cultural Development

Drug smugglers and suppliers from Myanmar are frequent in most popular tourist destinations of developing countries. Despite the countries tough anti-drug laws, people are engaging in illegal enterprises like drug smuggling to make money. In addition, a popular practice among the locals was to put their children to work rather than send them to school. Interview #13 said that A person engaged in work will not resort to illegal activity for survival and can justify both good and bad actions. Tourism MSEs at this site have been shown to be an important source of income for many of the poorest residents of the town. As a result, involving the local community in this type of work is seen as a considerable non-economic benefit. Beach Management Committee Force (BMCF) of Cox’s Bazar beach participant made the following statement:

“…Without food no one can live. Thus, people earn to ensure necessary food for the family at any cost. We might be involved in different kind of activities including drug business, robbery, snatching and so on which are not legal or strictly prohibited in the society if we do not get any work. To some extent these crises have been reduced by the Tourism MSEs. Otherwise, the society could have more violence resulting from the unemployment. (Interview No. 07)

In addition, a key informant who is a local government authority [Interview No. 18] asserted that a country with indigenous culture can be exhibited distinctively towards the viewers by the tourism MSEs at various destinations. Living in poverty, the multi-cultural inhabitants of Cox’s Bazar Beach have developed skills in making a variety of handicrafts. According to the documentation gathered and the observations made on the ground, the handicrafts that have had a substantial impact on reducing poverty in the target area were entirely made by the locals, particularly the poor women. Strong enthusiasm was found among this group of people to improve their circumstances through the involvement in different tourism enterprises. Furthermore, the tourists of this destination might have idea about the traditional products that makes it possible to conserve the native culture spontaneously (Woyo and Musavengane 2023; Zhou, Pu, and Su 2022). A research participant who is a micro enterprise operator at the Cox’s Bazar beach stated:

“…It is possible to preserve our culture and demonstrate the diversity of our people because a number of tourism businesses are involved in selling handicrafts and handloom products to tourists... These kinds of things are extremely popular because of their uniqueness. Tourism is a powerful tool for promoting a country’s unique social ideals and cultural traditions. (Interview No. 20)

The results showed that the disadvantaged communities’ participation in tourism MSEs that are regarded a non-economic benefit to society results in social stability and the protection of indigenous culture. It was discovered through the case study that the local poor population produces and sells a variety of indigenous products to visitors, preserving its indigenous culture in the process. Fletcher et al. (2017) and Maureira and Stenbacka (2015) seem to support this idea that a country's unique character is derived from its indigenous culture, which is then perpetuated through the efforts of tourism enterprises. This case study shows that the local poor population is totally dependent on various tourism MSEs, which greatly reduce poverty while also providing non-economic advantages to the community.

4.3.8 Environmental Awareness

The underprivileged local community sees environmental awareness as a non-economic benefit because it encourages them to participate in tourism MSEs. The poor residents of Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, are becoming more aware of the importance of conserving natural resources. Many of the disadvantaged people in the area now have jobs, which may have played an important role in tourism. Deforestation in steep places has been a constant problem for the local population of this destination, which has resulted in them selling wood and
preparing the ground for cultivation for years. This creates massive landslides, which result in many deaths for the poor people that live near these slopes during rainy season. In this way, the ecosystem of this location has been impacted, for example, by a decrease in trees and the deaths of poor people. Mountainous areas of Cox's Bazar are being deforested at an alarming rate, and the poor residents are being influenced by tourism enterprises to stop participating in anti-environmental actions, according to this report. MSEs are a key component of the PPT method in Cox's Bazar, according to a transportation provider:

"...Hill landslides are widespread during the monsoon season in Cox's Bazar and Chattagram, Bangladesh, due to significant deforestation. Anti-environmental activities were also reduced as a result of the contributions of the tourism industry." (Interview No. 19)

Environmental consciousness is raised among visitors to Cox's Bazar when the local population is involved in the tourist MSEs. According to the findings of this research, the poor local community was able to make efficient use of the destination's natural resources through participating in MSEs in tourism. With Saayman and Giampiccoli (2016), it is agreed that the PPT strategy provides non-economic benefit such as knowledge development about the best utilization of available resources. However, a gap in existing literature still can be found regarding how the involvement of the local community in various MSEs in tourism destination decreases anti-environmental activities. Few researchers have identified that PPT approach has been recognized as effective to mitigate environmental impacts but could not address the way of proper implementation at the destination (Ashley et al. 2000). This has been regarded as a new finding with the potentiality of contribution to the PPT approach through several benefits derived from the MSEs in tourism that enhances environmental awareness among the local community. Thus, a balanced environment along with the development of skilled community in using available natural resources are viewed as non-economic benefits that result from the inclusion of poor local community to the MSEs according to the PPT approach.

4.3.9 Participation in Decision Making

Cox's Bazar's tourist MSEs provide non-economic benefits to underprivileged local people by allowing them to participate in decision-making processes. When it comes to tourism planning and policy formation, PPT method promotes involving the disadvantaged community and creating partnerships with it (Ashley et al. 2000; Tolkach et al. 2012). Bangladesh's Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism [Interview No.11] a key source indicated that disadvantaged people need the opportunity to voice their opinions on a legal basis. These MSEs in tourism have become an important platform to the local community to communicate experiences and necessities for better survival by creating tourism policies that are more welcoming to those who are less fortunate. A member of the CoxDA stated:

"...A general meeting is arranged by us regularly regarding tourism development inviting trade union representatives and community leaders to listen their various opinions. In accordance to the governmental plan along with their opinion, we do formulate different strategies for tourism development. According to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) plan of The United Nations (UN), we emphasis on the welfare of the poor community." (Interview No. 18)

MSEs tourism owners and employees were found to be directly involved in selling their products and services, which is usual from a business standpoint, according to the findings of this study. In order to make sure that the final selection is the appropriate one, it is also important to discuss the various expectations and demands of visitors in relation to the offered products and services of the linked stakeholders. Cox's Bazar beach tourism MSE operator said:

"...Because we sell many of their items to clients directly, we play an important role in the decision-making process. New product development, design, and other aspects rely heavily on customer input. As a result, they enlisted our assistance in gauging how tourists felt about the situation." (Interview No. 09)

The non-economic benefit of involving the poor in MSEs has been regarded as a significant one. Tourism MSEs are a way for the poorest members of the local community to have their say on the development of diverse tourism strategies. This finding seems to corroborate with Ashley et al. (2000) indicating that in order to ensure welfare, the poor community play their role according to the PPT approach in tourism planning for a destination. The involvement of the poor community through subsequent contribution is beneficiary for the sustainable tourism development for alleviating root of poverty (Wasudawan and Rahim 2018). The tourism destination and the poor local community both benefit from the increased participation of the poor in decision-making made possible by the tourism MSEs. This collaborative strategy motivates them to participate in a wide range of destination-specific MSEs, which in turn advances the PPT goal in an integrated manner.
Conclusion and Implications

This study aims to explore various perceived benefits of the tourism MSEs which is crucial to the poor community of Cox's Bazar Beach. The analysed data revealed that the main reason for the local community to engage in tourism MSEs at this destination was to improve their family living standard which is possible with various economic benefits. Leverage on tourism networks along with business expansion have been identified as other economic driving forces that encourage involvement in tourism MSEs. This study revealed that due to extreme poverty, the local community is always searching for employment opportunities to alleviate their poverty. According to the findings, MSEs in tourism are being seen as a possible solution to the region's unemployment problems by providing consistent income that raises the standard of living for their families. With the help of the large firms, the poorer populations of Cox's Bazar are also interested in a variety of MSEs involving tourist-related activities as it is simpler to expand businesses to get essential support from tourism networks and excellent recommendations provided by large companies. Findings also reveal that the local community of Cox's Bazar prefers social recognition as a non-economic reward from their participation in MSEs in tourism. Other non-economic benefits include training facilities, increased environmental awareness, regional socio-cultural cooperation, and participation in decision-making.

Cox's Bazar residents' social recognition and environmental awareness is seen as a fresh PPT finding with a big impact on the underprivileged population because of their socioeconomic situation. As a result, majority of the participants in this study are active in tourist MSEs in Cox's Bazar, Bangladesh, in order to develop their social identity. These two variables are new addition to the TPB model which roles can be proved and quantify through further study. Moreover, this study expands the PPT literature by capitalizing on tourism MSEs, hence enhancing future research. Since this work solely looked at involvement of tourism MSEs in the PPT method, future research might cover all tourism-related activities including both large-scale tourism companies and the poor local populations. The use of quantitative methodologies in future study might be used to investigate the role of stakeholders in furthering the PPT approach, as well as the significance of tourism MSEs for the poor local community of the destination.

To summarize, the PPT effort is motivated primarily by two types of benefits: economic and non-economic, both of which involve the impoverished communities in tourism business. The local community's willingness to participate in tourist MSEs was found to be significantly influenced by the economic benefits that may be gained from doing so from two separate perspectives. One is a standard of life and employment perspective, while the other is a tourism and business perspective. Both social recognition and environmental awareness, which have a huge impact on society, appear to be novel findings within the category of non-economic advantages as well. Consequently, it can be concluded that the impoverished community's desire to participate in tourism MSEs ultimately carries out the PPT initiative's idea in the beach location.
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